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Selika - A Black Queen, c.1878
Luigi Pagani (1837-1904)
Marble and Bronze
SC22 BORGM
Nelusko – An Arab Chief, c.1878
Luigi Pagini (1836-1904)
Marble and Bronze
SC20 BORGM
Selika and Nelusko were both originally believed to be by Pietro Calvi,
with Nelusko dating to c.1860 and Selika to c.1881; however, these
marble and bronze sculptures were created by Luigi Pagani c.1878.
Nelusko, (from the opera L'Africaine by Meerbeyer) is a bust of an
African man whilst Selika, (from the opera L'Africaine by Meerbeyer)
is a bust of an African woman with a headdress.

Her First Love, 1865
George Sheridan Knowles (1863-1931)
Oil on canvas
George Sheridan Knowles was a popular genre
artist who dealt with sentimental scenes often set
in the middle ages, the 18th century or the far reaches of the British
Empire. These include works such as The Wounded Knight, Home
Again and The Love Letter. Her First Love displays the characteristic
sentiment. Sir Merton Russell Cotes bought the work from the Walker
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Art gallery in Liverpool at the autumn exhibition which often features
work that had been shown at the Royal Academy summer exhibition.
He wrote: ‘I invariably visited the Walker Art Gallery there [Liverpool]
and made purchases of one, two, three or even more pictures at the
autumn exhibition…’
BORGM 01224

Pharaoh’s Daughter, 1865
John Adams-Acton (1830-1910)
Marble
This sculpture is engraved with the date 1865 and
is executed in Rome. It has a bas relief of the scene
depicting the events of Exodus 2 v 5: When the
Pharaoh’s daughter went down to the Nile to bathe and saw a basket
which contained a baby among the reeds. The story continued as
Pharaoh’s daughter arranged for a Hebrew woman to nurse the baby
and when the child grew older he became her son. She named him
Moses (Exodus 2 v 10), saying ‘I drew him out of the water’. This
biblical story is particularly poignant because the Israelites were
oppressed by the Pharaoh at the time (Exodus 1) who gave the order
to his people, ‘Every boy that is born you must drown in the Nile, but
let every girl live.’
John Adams-Acton excelled chiefly in portrait work and in Graves List
of Exhibits you will discover many famous sitters such as Gladstone,
Dickens, Cobden, Beaconsfield, Spurgeon and no less that 8 of his
brother artist members of the Royal Academy. The same artist
executed the bust of John Landseer, also seen in the Main Hall.
SC47 BORGM
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Approaching Thunderstorm, Flocks
driven home, Picardy c.1869
Henry William Banks Davis
Oil on canvas
Henry William Banks Davis was born
August 1833. He entered the Royal Academy Schools in 1852 as a
sculptor where he won medals for modelling from life and
perspective. Sculpture did not remain his primary medium however,
and he has subsequently become known for his landscapes and animal
paintings of Wales, Scotland and Northern France. His first significant
paintings (2 landscapes) were exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1855.
Shortly afterwards he took a home a few miles from Boulogne and
produced many scenes of this area of France. Approaching
Thunderstorm, Flocks driven home, Picardy was painted by Davis
whilst resident in his studio at 10a Cunningham Place, sometime
between 1867 and 1872. Davis came under the influence of the PreRaphaelites, and their approach to landscapes. Similarly, he combined
intense observation with a highly detailed technique. The scrupulous
detail and vivid colours allied with the lighting effects in this painting
give a strong sense of drama to the work.
BORGM 00647

Cleopatra, 1890-1900
Eugenio Lombardi (b.1853)
Marble
Cleopatra (69-30B.C) was the Egyptian Queen famous
in history and drama, lover of Julius Caesar and later
wife of Mark Antony. She became Queen on the death of her father,
Ptolemy XII in 51BC, ruling successfully with her 2 brothers, Ptolemy
XIII (51-47) and Ptolemy XIV (47-44) and her son Ptolemy XV Caesar
(44-30). After the Roman armies of Octavian (the future Emperor
Augustus) defeated their combined forces, Antony and Cleopatra
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committed suicide and Egypt fell under Roman domination. It was
Cleopatra’s ambition no less than her charm that actively influenced
Roman politics at a crucial period and she came to represent, as did
no other woman of antiquity, the prototype of the romantic femme
fatale.
SC3 BORGM

Sir Merton Russell-Cotes (1835-1921), c.1898
Ernesto Gazzer (1866-1965)
Marble
This bust of Merton, and the bust of Annie in Gallery 1,
were commissioned by Merton during their trip to
Rome.
SC4 BORGM

Memories, 1917
Thomas Shaw Wilson (1869-1937)
Bronze
Memories is a war time work, and this is one of the
many attempts to express the feelings caused by the
loss of kith and kin. This work breathes the spirit of
the sadness and bereavement of the time; eyes gazing at the Victoria
Cross, a reminder of a loved one who had given his life for his country.
It was exhibited at the Royal Academy at the summer exhibition 1917
and was presented to the Gallery after the artist’s death in 1937. The
work originally started its life as a marble bust but was cast in bronze
by Mrs Wilson in 1947. Unfortunately, a member of the public
managed to detach the artists copy of the Victoria Cross.
Consequently, a great deal of time and inconvenience was undertaken
as the War Office had to be contacted and His majesty King George V
had to approve the replacement replica.
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Thomas Shaw Wilson was a Scot by birth and completed his early
training in Art in Aberdeen and Glasgow, to which his life was to be
devoted. Following this he studied at The Royal College of Art,
Kensington, where he obtained his A.R.C.A. He then held the branches
of modelling, carving, sculpture and design chiefly in
Buckinghamshire. He was an exhibitor at the Royal Academy and the
Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts. On his retirement, he married and
settled near Guildford, where he was an active member on the
committee of the Guildford Art Society, and then finally moved to
Bournemouth.
SC85 BORGM

The Evening Drink in the Canterbury
Meadows, 1851
Thomas Sidney Cooper (1803-1902)
Oil on canvas
This large-scale work by Cooper was
exhibited at the 1851 Royal Academy exhibition. It is an important
work by the artist and was well received. ‘This is a large picture’, wrote
the Art Journal, ‘painted with a warm Cuyp-like glow; the scene may
be the meadows in the neighbourhood of Canterbury. The light as it
falls on the cows, is most beautifully managed; the whole is very
carefully elaborated.’
BORGM 00541
Female Figure (Book and Basket)
Possibly Edgar George Papworth Junior (1832-1927)
Marble
T22.6.2005.7 BORGM
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Hamlet, late 19th Century
Orazio Andreoni
Marble
First performed in 1603, Hamlet, The Prince of Denmark,
is probably the best known of William Shakespeare’s
works and may well be the most famous English
language play ever written. Whilst Hamlet has been the
subject of admiring critical commentary since
Elizabethan times, it has also developed a reputation as a difficult
work to analyse, one that features a very complicated central
character, addresses many complex themes and presents the reader
with a multi layered text which defies easy interpretation. The
character of Hamlet is however one of the most compelling characters
ever to rise from the pages of English literature. He has been subjected
to numerous interpretations and studies over the centuries, his
actions and thoughts analysed again and again, and this, probably
more than anything else is the reason for Hamlet’s enduring appeal.
SC56 BORGM

Pryne (Frine), 1880-1900
Ercole Rosa (1846-1943)
Marble
A marble figure consisting of a female nude standing
with her right hand covering her face which is looking
downwards. Previously believed to be titled 'The
Foolish Virgin'.
SC29 BORGM

Temple Bar
Louise Rayner (1832 -1924)
Watercolour
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Louise Rayner was a British watercolour painter. Rayner studied
painting from the age of fifteen, at first with her father and later with
established artist friends of the family. Her first exhibited work, an oil
painting entitled The Interior of Haddon Chapel, was shown at the
Royal Academy in 1852, the first of a series of oils. From 1860,
however, her medium was watercolour, which she exhibited for over
50 years through organisations including the Society of Lady Artists,
The Royal Academy, Royal Watercolour Society and the Royal Society
of British Artists.
BORGM 01824

The Original Study – Perseus and Andromeda
Lord Frederick Leighton Bart (1830-1896)
This work is the original study for the final painting by
Lord Frederic Leighton in 1891. In contrast to the basis
on a classical tale, Leighton used a Gothic style for the
artwork, which is now in the collection of the National
Museums Liverpool and the Walker Art Gallery. The
mythological theme of Andromeda is depicted in a dramatic manner.
The scene is a representation of the myth set on a rocky shore. Perseus
is depicted flying above the head of Andromeda, on his winged horse
Pegasus. He is shooting an arrow from the air, that hits the sea
monster, who turns his head upwards, towards the hero.
Andromeda's almost naked, twisted body is shaded by the wings of
the dark creature, creating a visual sign of imminent danger.
Andromeda's sinuous body is contrasted against the dark masses of
the monster's irregular and jagged body. The white body of
Andromeda is depicted in pure and untouched innocence, indicating
an unfair sacrifice for a divine punishment that was not directed
towards her, but her mother. Pegasus and Perseus are surrounded by
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a halo of light that connects them visually to the white body of the
princess, chained to the rock.
BORGM 01295

A Grecian Girl, 1887
Edward Radford (1831-1920)
Oil on canvas
This is a small neo-classical genre painting of a Grecian
girl. The accession register states that this painting was
displayed in Lady Russell-Cotes’ bedroom (now the Red
Room – Annie moved into this room during her final illness) Radford
uses the same model as Weary (located on the Irving corridor) to
very different effect.
BORGM 01781

Morning Prayer (Samuel), 1859
Giovanni Maria Benzoni (1809-1873)
Marble
The sculptor has depicted Samuel, Hebrew Shmu’el in
the form of a young boy kneeling in prayer. As a
religious hero in the history of Israel (11th century BC)
he has been represented in the Old Testament in every role of
leadership open to a Jewish man of his day: seer, priest, judge,
prophet and military leader. His greatest distinction was the role of
the establishment of the monarchy in Israel. Information about
Samuel is contained in the First Book of Samuel (called the Roman
Catholic canon, The First Book of Kings).
SC54 BORGM
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Bust of a Lady (Girl with Bows), 1890-1910
Henri Emile Allouard (1844-1929)
Marble
SC63 BORGM

Green Park, 1914
Sir John Lavery (1856-1941)
Oil on canvas
John Lavery was born Belfast in 1856, the son
of a wine merchant. He was orphaned at the
age of 3 and lived at different times in Ireland
and Scotland. He trained in both Glasgow and
London and produced genre painting in a Victorian manner. The
breakthrough in his career was made when he went to study in Paris
and came under the influence of Jules Bastien Lepage, already well
known as the leading figure of plein air and naturalism. His work
developed upon similar lines and produced paintings that are
evocative, naturalistic and stylish. He achieved success as a portraitist
and his fresh manner was acknowledged as the sign of a painter of
international worth. This painting of Green Park in 1914, shows troop
manoeuvres prior to their movement to France at the beginning of the
First World War. The impressionistic style, vivid, yet natural
colouration is typical of Lavery’s mature style.
BORGM 01254

Asleep on Guard
Charles Fisher (active 1881-1890)
Oil on canvas
This oil on canvas is entitled ‘Asleep on Guard’ and
is signed in the bottom left hand corner. The work
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was bequeathed to the Russell-Cotes in1995 by Mrs Lilian Doris
Heading.
AH148

Flood in the Highlands, 1864
Sir Edwin Henry Landseer (1802-1873)
Replica painted by Landseer for L. Flatow
of the original work exhibited at the 1860
RA exhibition (Now in the collection of Aberdeen Art Gallery)
This work of Edwin Landseer is at the very heart of the Victorian art
world, with Queen Victoria being one of his greatest admirers. As a
sculptor, sporting and portrait painter he was distinguished. As an
animal painter, he was without rival. Any other painter of animals in
this period such as Briton Riviere or H W B Davis automatically drew
comparisons to Landseer. He was born in London, the son of John
Landseer ARA, an eminent engraver. He was precociously talented and
his first exhibition at the Royal Academy in 1815 was at the age of 13.
His dedicated study of animals was quite exceptional. At times, he
moved towards the sentimental in depicting animals showing human
emotions, a tendency that was characteristics of Victorian art. He was
elected ARA at the age of 24, RA five years later in 1831, knighted in
1850 and was elected President of the Royal Academy in 1866, a
position which he declined to accept. The painting depicts the ‘Muckle
Spate’, (the Moray floods of 1829) and is a reduced copy painted in
1860. The floods resulted from unusually high rainfall and caused
widespread destruction, homelessness and loss of life.
BORGM 01247
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The Silent Evening Hour, 1911
Joseph Farquharson (1846-1935)
Oil on canvas
The Scottish painter, Joseph Farquharson, was born
at Finzean in Aberdeen in 1846. He moved to
Edinburgh and was initially taught by the artist
Peter Graham RA (1836-1921), a friend of the
family. He then studied at the Board of Manufacture School in the city
under superintendent, Mr Hodder, where he learnt the skills of life
drawing and figure paintings. He began exhibiting in the Royal Scottish
Academy in 1859 and the Royal Academy from 1873. In 1880, he
studied for two years under the French artist, Carolus Duran, in Paris.
His first painterly ambition was to establish himself as a figure painter
and in the 1800s he came under the influence of the social realism
movement, led in Britain by artists such as Hubert von Herkomer,
Thomas Faed and Luke Fildes. He radically underwent a change of
subject, moving towards the depiction of landscapes and more
particularly the depiction of animals in the landscape and it is within
this area of painting that he is now primarily known, developing his
own distinctive style of atmospheric Scottish scenes.
BORGM 00779

The Pipe and the Bottle
Henry Gillard Glindoni (1852-1913)
Oil on Canvas
Henry Gillard Glindoni was an English painter noted
for his depiction of period costumery in historical and
genre scenes. He was one of a family of five orphans, his original
surname being 'Glindon' and later changed. Glindoni was obliged to
take care of himself from the age of 14, which he did by taking various
acting and painting jobs. He was drawn into the world of theatre and
became a scenery painter, further augmenting his finances by
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sketching the actors with whom he came in contact. He also tried his
hand at porcelain painting. Encouraged to study art, he
attended Maurice's Working Men's College and the Castle Street
School of Art. Glindoni's speciality was that of 17th and 18th century
costume and he was noted for his paintings of Cardinals. He settled
in Chadwell Heath sometime after 1891, living in a new cottage which
still exists at the corner of Mill Lane and Whalebone Lane North.
Glindoni frequently exhibited between 1872 and 1904, at the Royal
Academy, Royal Institute of Oil Painters, Royal Society of PainterEtchers and Engravers, Old Water Colour Society, the Society of British
Artists in London, and the Royal Society of Artists in Birmingham. He
was accepted as a full member of the Royal Society of British Artists in
1879 and an associate of the Royal Society of Painters in Water
Colours in 1883.
BORGM 00891

Tick Tack, 1881
Briton Riviere (1840-1920)
Oil on canvas
Briton Riviere was born in 1840. He studied
at Cheltenham College where his father, William Riviere, was a
drawing master. He was precociously talented and sent two of his
works for exhibition at the British Institute at the age of eleven, Kitten
and Tomtit, and Love at First Sight. As early as these works were, they
gave a good indication to the direction that his painting was to take.
He debuted at the Royal Academy in 1858. In the early 1860’s he came
under the influence of the Pre-Raphaelites, particularly through
Millais and produced several paintings according to the principles of
the brotherhood. However, these works found no favour with the
exhibition committee of the Royal Academy and were turned away.
He began exhibiting again at the Royal Academy in 1864 when the
influence of the Pre-Raphaelites was less discernible in his painting
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and was elected as an ARA in 1878 and a full Academician in 1881. As
an animal painter, he was the heir to Landseer. In many of his
ambitious works, the depictions of animals were used in dealing with
the grander subjects such as Persepolis, In Manus Tuas, Domine and
Daniel. His most typical works are animals showing discernible
emotions and human characteristics such as Treasure Trove,
Sympathy and An Anxious Moment. Tick Tick, incorrectly titles by
Merton as Tick Tack, depicts a miniature pug fascinated by the noise
of the pocket watch.
BORGM 01870

Feeding her pets: A peasant girl Brittany, or,
The Piggies Breakfast, 1887
Emile Bayard (1837-1891)
Oil on panel
The French artist Emile Bayard was born in 1837
and studied under Leon Cogniet. His early work
included illustrations for journals such as Journal
pour rire and Journal des voyages, as well as illustrations for
Bibliotheque rose. He also decorated the foyer of the Palais Royal
theatre in Paris. In 1870 he was made a knight of the Legion of Honour,
the same year as his renowned painting, Sedan. He exhibited at the
Salon and saw great success in 1875 with his painting of the aftermath
of the Battle of Waterloo, Apres la bataille de Waterloo. He is known
mainly for his genre scenes of intrigue infused with humour such as,
Un duel de femmes and Une affaire d’honneur.
This painting depicts a Britany girl who has poured out the contents of
her milk churn and is watching with pleasure as the animals devour
their treat. The Art Journal of 1895, titled the painting ‘the Piggies
breakfast’, although it has acquired a more descriptive title in the
Russell-Cotes collection. Bayard, in his voluptuous portrayal of a farm
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girl alludes to a sensuous and slightly comic comparison with the
piglets.
BORGM 00242

Cows, 1881
Thomas Sidney Cooper (18031902)
Thomas Sidney Cooper was born
in Canterbury, Kent, and as a small
child began to show strong artistic
inclinations, but the circumstances
of his family did not allow him to receive any systematic training. By
the time he was twelve years old, he was working in the shop of a
coach painter. Later he obtained a job as a scene painter; and he
alternated between these two occupations for about eight years. At
the age of twenty he went to London and was admitted as a student
of the Royal Academy, where he showed his first picture in 1833. He
is mainly associated with pictures of cattle or sheep, a fact that earned
him the epithet 'Cow Cooper'. He was elected an Associate of the
Royal Academy (ARA) in 1845 and Royal Academician (RA) on 22 June
1867. The oldest member of the Royal Academy of Arts at the time of
the accession of King Edward VII in 1901, Cooper was in July 1901
received by the King in audience and appointed a Commander of
the Royal Victorian Order (CVO).
BORGM 00542

Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), 19th Century
After Louis François Roubiliac (1695/1702-1762)
Marble
Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658) was an English soldier
and statesman who led parliamentary forces in the
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English Civil Wars; he was Lord Protector of England, Scotland and
Ireland from 1653 to 1658 during the republican Commonwealth. As
one of the general on the parliamentary side in the English Civil War
against King Charles I, Cromwell helped to overthrow the Stuart
monarchy, and as Lord Protector, he raised his country’s status once
more to that of a leading European power from the decline it had gone
through since the death of Queen Elizabeth I. A man of outstanding
gifts and a forceful character, he was one of the most remarkable
rulers in modern European history, for although a convicted Calvinist,
he believed deeply in the value of religious toleration. At the same
time, Cromwell’s victories at home and abroad helped to enlarge and
sustain a Puritan attitude of mind, both in Great Britain and in North
America, that continued to influence political and social life until
recent times. Francois Roubiliac was born in France but came to
London in 1720, and subsequently became the most popular portrait
sculptor of his day.
SC37 BORGM

W.H. Smith Esq (1792-1865), 1856
Joseph Durham (1814-1877)
Marble
In 1792 Anna Smith, the owner of a small
newspaper round business called HW Smith in
Little Grosvenor Street, Mayfair, London, found
herself left to run a business and bring up a family
by herself after her husband, Henry Walton Smith, died from
influenza. When she died in 1816 she could pass on a prosperous
concern to her 2 sons – Henry Edward and William Henry Smith. They
moved their premises to nearby Duke Street and two years later they
opened offices at 192 Strand.
Henry Edward was less interested in the business and retired in 1828;
the business then became known as WH Smith after William Henry
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Smith, who wanted to provide the fastest and most efficient
newspaper delivery service in the country. The firm became known as
WH Smith & Son when William Henry’s son was brought into
partnership. It was William Junior who promoted the first WH Smith
railway bookstall at Euston in 1848, seeing this as a huge business
potential. By 1906, 150 of these bookstalls had a WH Smith bookshop.
Events in recent years have proved that this was very farsighted as
today WH Smith has developed into one of the largest retail and
distribution groups in the UK, a far cry from the small store in Little
Grovesnor Street earning a profit of £58 a year.
Joseph Durham (1814-1877) worked in the studio of E.H.Baily and first
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1835 and was associated with the
pre-Raphaelites. Durham exhibited no less than 128 works at the
Royal Academy between 1835 and 1878, the last being shown after
his death. He was made Associate of the Academy in 1868 and died in
London after a long illness in 1877.
SC120 BORGM

Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881),
1st Earl of Beaconsfield, c.1847
William Behnes (1795-1864)
Marble
Benjamin Disraeli was a British Statesman and novelist
who was twice Prime Minister (1868, 1874-80), who provided the
Conservative Party with a two-fold policy of Tory democracy and
imperialism.
The artist has executed a remarkable study of this empire builder in
whose memory the Primrose League was founded. Although it is a
comparatively early portrait (he was only 38), it faithfully conveys his
strength of character and his dominant personality. We can claim a
local link with him because he held his cabinet meetings at the Royal
Bath Hotel. According to 'Home and Abroad', Sir Merton Russell-Cotes
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purchased this bust from the sale of items from the Beaconsfield Club
in London during the 1880s. William Behnes was born in London in
1800. His father was a Hanoverian piano forte maker who had settled
in London. They moved to Dublin, where it was intended to train him
for his father’s business, but he displayed such a talent for design that
he gave up this occupation and became a pupil in the School of Design
of the Royal Dublin Society. On returning to London, his first efforts
were in the field of portrait painting and one of his first works, a
portrait of Lord Eldon sitting in court, was pronounced an admirable
likeness. He continued this line of art with great success for a time and
then turned his talent to sculpture. The first bust he sent to the
Exhibition of the Royal Academy was greatly admired and placed
between the 2 busts of Chantrey’s and he quickly became known as
one of the most skilful bust sculptors of the period.
SC65 BORGM

Female Bust, 1897
C. E. Devenish Walshe
Marble
T22.6.2005.8 BORGM

John Landseer, 1882
John Adams-Acton (1830-1910)
Marble
This engaging half-length portrait of the father of
Sir Edwin Landseer, the animal painter, was
executed in 1882, long after the sitter’s death.
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Adams-Acton has depicted him wearing early Victorian clothing – a
cravat and stiff collar.
John Adams-Acton was born in Acton, London, and studied under
Timothy Butler before enrolling at the Royal Academy, where he was
awarded a gold medal. Part of the prize was a travelling scholarship
which enabled him to study in Rome under John Gibson for 10 years.
In 1851, he began exhibiting at the Royal Academy under his original
name John Adams but adopted the hyphenated name in 1868 to
distinguish himself from the painter John Adams. He continued to
exhibit at the Academy until 1892. As a member of the Society of the
British Artists he participated regularly in their exhibitions and
specialised in marble and bronze statues and busts of famous
contemporaries. His works include busts of Queen Victoria, the Prince
Consort, Edward VII and Sir Titus Salt.
SC58 BORGM

Horatio Nelson, 1st Viscount Nelson (1758-1805),
19th Century
After John Flaxman OR Matthias Ranson (active
c.1800-1801) (after) and Franz Thaller (1759-1817)
(after)
Marble
Horatio Nelson was born in the village of Burnham Thorpe in Norfolk,
England on 29th September 1758. He rose to become Britain’s most
famous Admiral at the time of the Napoleonic Wars. He was killed at
the Battle of Trafalgar on the 21st October 1805. His colourful private
life, coupled with his genius and daring as a naval commander, seem
to make Nelson’s story very irresistible to every generation.
(John Flaxman, born in York, was an infant prodigy winning the Society
of Arts medal at the age of 12, and began exhibiting at the Royal
Academy at the age of 15. In the same year, he won the silver medal.
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In 1775 he entered the employment of Josiah Wedgwood and
eventually became chief sculptor in basalt’s and jasperware. At the
same time, he also sculpted large scale memorial bas reliefs in marble
and plaster. In 1787, he and his wife went to Rome to supervise the
Wedgwood works there. He stayed for 7 years, mainly copying antique
statuary. He became A.R.A in 1779 and R.A. in 1782. In 1810, he was
appointed Professor of Sculpture at the Royal Academy. Apart from
his portraits, the themes of his work are largely allegorical and
classical.)
SC38 BORGM

Lord George Bentinck (1802-1848), 1842
Edward Hodges Baily (1788-1867)
Marble
William George Frederick Cavendish- Scott (18021848), Lord Bentinck was a British Politian who in
1846-1847 articulately led the protective tariff
advocates who opposed the free trade policy of
the Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel. The second son
of the 4th Duke of Portland, Bentinck served in the army before
entering the House of Commons. Initially a moderate Whig, he voted
for the emancipation of Roman Catholics in 1829 and for the Reform
Bill of 1832, but subsequently he became more conservative. In 1846,
when Peel declared in favour of free trade and against Corn Laws,
Bentinck devoted himself completely and effectively to the leadership
of the protectionists.
Apart from the tariff question, Bentinck’s views proved too
independent for the comfort of most of his colleagues. In opposition
to the rest of his party, and to please his chief advisor, Benjamin
Disraeli, he supported a bill for removing Jewish political disabilities.
The result was that in December 1847 he resigned his leadership of
the protectionist opposition. Edward Hodges Baily was born in Bristol
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on the 10th March 1788 and is perhaps best known for his statue of
Lord Nelson on the column of Trafalgar Square. He modelled the
portraits of many famous contemporaries between 1810 and 1862
and exhibited many examples at the Royal Academy for 45 years and
was an elected member of the Academy.
SC39 BORGM

Casque D’or
Kate Elizabeth Olver (1881 – 1960)
Oil on board
Kate Elizabeth Olver was a British artist born in
1881 and studied at the Royal Academy Schools,
exhibiting in both London and Paris. Olver was also
a successful illustrator and illustrated an edition of
Robert Louis Stevenson’s ‘A Child’s Garden of Verses’ with several
colour and black and white illustrations, whilst Laurence Alma Tadema
wrote a 14-page introduction for the edition. Casque D’or depicts a
local ballerina and was gifted to the Russell- Cotes art Gallery and
Museum in 1961.
BORGM 01685

Bacchante Riding on a Lion or
Ariadne on the Panther, late 19th Century
Jean Baptiste Clesinger (called Auguste)
(1814-1883)
Bronze
The bronze group of Bacchante Riding on
a Lion is signed J. Clesinger, Rome 1866 and cast by Marnyhac, 1 Rue
de la Paix. The other title ‘Una and a Lion’ was probably given by Sir
Merton Russell Cotes, due to a coin showing Queen Victoria as Una
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and a Lion, which was a famous subject in Victorian times. Una, the
heroine of Edmund Spenser’s, ‘The Fairy Queen’ (1590), embarks
upon a series of symbolic adventures with St George during which she
is attacked by a lion. On the coins the Queen is elegantly dressed in a
long-sleeved dress and wears a small coronet decorated with fleur de
lys. In her right hand, Una holds a sceptre with an eagle crest in front.
She has a shawl draped over her arm and holds an orb in her left hand.
Clesinger was the son and pupil of Georges Philippe Clesinger, a
monument sculptor and stone mason. He was taken to Rome by his
father in 1832 and worked briefly in Thorvaldsens studio. Vain and
ambitious but unsteady, he spent the next dozen years moving about
Europe before settling down in Paris. In 1843 he began exhibiting at
the Salon making his debut with a marble bust of the ‘Viconte Jules de
Valdahon’ with indifferent success while cultivating the critics in the
hope of favourable notice. He finally achieved his goal in 1847 with a
life size marble of ‘A Woman Bitten by a snake’. He specialised in
portrait sculpture and is best known for the large size bust of ‘Liberty’
on the Champ de Mars. He won numerous medals and was elected as
an Officer on the Legion of Honour in 1864. Commissions for portrait
busts of famous personalities were numerous; most of his work was
sculpted in marble although a minority were cast in bronze.
SC16

The Beggar, 1886
Henry Gillard Glindoni (1852-1913)
Oil on canvas
Henry Gillard Glindoni was a London
painter who studied at the Working Men’s
College and Castle Street of Art. Like many artists who did not have
independent means, he worked for photographers, printmakers,
touching up, colouring and painting designs. He did, however, succeed
in surviving as an artist and became known for elaborate and detailed
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costume genre scenes, set mainly in the 18th century. The Victorian
period saw a renewed enthusiasm for the works of William Hogarth
whose strong narratives and moral tales appealed to the age of visual
storytelling and rigid morality. Glindoni was fascinated by the artist
whose influence can be found in The Beggar, which adopts Hogarth’s
caricatures, in particular his self-portrait, in which he compares
himself to his pet pug. In this painting the dog reflects the characters
of their owners and the beggar’s dog, sly looking with it tail between
its legs as the pug imitates the pompous face of its owner.
BORGM 00892

Horses, c.1870
Richard Beavis (1824-1896)
Oil on canvas
Richard Beavis was born in Exmouth in
1824 but spent most of his childhood
in Sidmouth. In these formative years,
the artist learnt to draw and built up a strong affinity with the sea
which appears in many of his works. He joined the Royal Academy as
a student of painting in 1846, although he found it difficult to support
himself financially. His paintings gained recognition and he became an
independent artist, moving to Boulogne between 1867-8. His
paintings of the late 1860’s and early 1870’s was like this painting of
Horses and included his Drawing Timber of Picardy (1866) and Autumn
Ploughing Showery Weather (c.1868). He was influenced by Millet and
the Barbazon painters to some extent although he remained
independent of any artistic allegiances. In 1875, he travelled to Venice,
Alexandria, Cario, Jaffa and Jerusalem, which provided new material
for his work. He was extremely prolific and drawn by his own
observations rather than by any genre of painting.
BORGM 00247
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Caledonia, Stern and Wild, 1907
Louis Bosworth Hurt (1856 – 1929)
Oil on canvas
Louis Bosworth Hurt was born in Ashbourne,
Derbyshire in 1856. He studied art in London
and under the Derbyshire landscape artist
George Turner (1843-1910) and was
influenced by the animal paintings of Sir
Edwin Landseer and the Scottish landscapes of Peter Graham RA (1836
– 1921), to whom his work is often compared. His was fascinated with
the mountainous glens of Scotland and the highland cattle which he
regularly depicted in their atmospheric settings. Despite the subject,
most of his paintings were executed in his studio Ivonbrook in Darley
Dale, Derbyshire.
The title of this painting, Caledonia, Stern and Wild is taken from a
quote by Sir Walter Scott and is indicative of the artist’s subjects in
general. His paintings were extremely popular, particularly this one, of
which he painted three versions, this being the original. One was
painted for the Sydney Gallery in Australia in 1907 and the other
version is in a private collection in the United States.
Sir Merton and Lady Annie Russell-Cotes were friends of Louis Hurt
and stayed at his Derbyshire studio, purchasing many of his works for
the collection. Sir Merton wrote: ‘Among all of my artistic friends, I
esteem none more than my old friend, Louis B. Hurt, for whom, and his
charming wife, I have the deepest affection.’
BORGM 01132
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Sleeping Ariadne, late 19th Century
Sculptor unattributed
Marble
SC59 BORGM

The First Funeral, c.1890-1900
Louis Ernest Barrias (1841-1905)
A replica of the work in marble for which this
French sculptor received his Academy’s Medal of
Honour in 1878. This bronze group represents
Adam and Eve mourning their son Abel, who was
killed by his brother Cain. As that was the first
murder, this shows the first funeral. Adam
attempts to repress his grief for Abel and his
anger at the unseen fratricide. Eve gives vent to her feelings in tears
and kisses. It is well conceived and ably accomplished. The tense,
muscular figure of Adam as he bears the full weight of his dead son is
well modelled in a more difficult posture.
Louis Ernest Barrias was born in Paris in 1841. He was brought up in
an artistic household, his father being a miniaturist and ceramic
decorator, and his brother a painter. After studying at the Ecole des
Beux Arts, he exhibited at the Paris Salon. In his day, Barrias was
regarded as the greatest French sculpture in the classical style. He won
many awards including, in 1884, officer of the Legion of Honour and
member of the Academy. He died in 1905 in Paris.
SC2 BORGM
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Scene in the English Channel
John Callow (1882-1878)
The scene depicts a two masted man of
war brig struggling to anchor off a
French harbour in stormy conditions.
Callow was an English artist and member of the New Watercolour
Society and an associate of the Old Watercolour Society. From 1855
to 1861, he became a junior at the Royal Military College, Addiscombe
and later became a Master of Landscape at the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich and a professor at Queens College, London
where he taught.
BORGM 00425

Mary Herbert, (1849-1935), Baroness von Hugel,
1853
Possibly Giovanni Dupre (1817-1882)
Marble
Baroness von Hugel was the wife of Baron Anatole
von Hugel, curator of the University of Cambridge
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Giovanni Dupre studied
at the academy in Florence and was taught by Bartolini. His career
began in 1842 with the life size Dead Abel, of which many replicas
were made into bronzes and marble. The original plaster is now in the
Louvre, where its physical detail and realism of death shown in the
face is praised. Dupre was a pioneer of verismo or realism but he
abandoned it by the middle of the century. He was regarded as the
greatest Italian sculptor of his day – although popularity waned after
he produced his sculpture of Cavour commissioned for Turin (for the
reunification of Italy). Dupre also executed various religious subjects
especially for funerary monuments.
SC124 BORGM
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Dying Gaul
Sculptor unattributed
Marble
This statue is a scaled down copy of the
ancient Greek figure known as the Capitoline
Dying Gaul. It depicts a dying man seated on
a shield, his sword and trumpet next to him. This is a copy of the lost
original, probably by Epignos, which came from a monument erected
at Pergammon in 220BC.
T22.6.2005.6 BORGM

Mrs St. Barbe Sladen (1819-1868), 1845-1855
Baron Carlo Morochetti, (1805-1869)
Marble
The sitter, Mrs Margaret St Barbe Sladen (1819–
1868), was the first wife of Mr Frederick St Barbe
Sladen (1817–1899), a solicitor. She was Scottish
and married in 1842. Her husband married again
and had a son who was killed at Passchendale
during the First World War. He himself had a
daughter, Margaret St Barbe Sladen, later Margaret St Barbe West
(1903–1988), who appeared in a number of films in the late 1950s.
The sculptor Carlo Marochetti was born in Turin, Italy but lived for a
time in Paris, where he made one panel for the Arc de Triomphe. At
the onset of the revolution of 1848, he settled in London. One of his
earliest and most impressive works in this country is his Richard the
Lionheart. This was shown at the Great Exhibition (placed outside as
it was too large to enter the building) and a bronze version of 1860 is
outside the House of Lords. His most important later work is the Albert
and Victoria Tomb, Frogmore, with effigies of Albert (1868), Victoria
(1901) and four angels. Marochetti’s other works in London include
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Brunel, Stephenson (outside Euston station), Lord Clyde (Sir Colin
Campbell) at waterloo Place, the monument to Bazalgatte, who built
the Victoria Embankment, and various busts in the National Portrait
Gallery.
SC122 BORGM

Bringing Home the Deer, 1867
Charles Jones (1836-1902)
Oil on canvas
Charles Jones was a London
painter of sheep, cattle and deer
in landscape settings. He was of
Welsh extraction, born near Cardiff and was affectionately known as
‘Sheep Jones’ due to his skilful and realistic portrayal of sheep. Jones
exhibited between 1860 and 1891 at the Royal Academy and between
1861 and 1883 at the British Institution. He also exhibited at Suffolk
Street and the New Watercolour Society as well as other venues. He
was a member of the Royal Cambrian Academy, Manchester and circa
1890 was awarded a gold medal at the Crystal Palace. It is this
meticulousness of Jones’ work which appeals most to the
contemporary imagination.
BORGM 01165

Cockatoos, Toucan, Macaw and Parrot, 1889
Henry Stacy Marks (1856 – 1929)
Oil on canvas
1871 was an important year for Marks in providing
him with another great success through his
painting, St Francis Preaching to the Birds,
exhibited at the Royal Academy. It secured his
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election as an Associate of the Royal Academy and established him as
a leading animal painter, particularly of birds. Austin Chester later
wrote: ‘Stacy Marks found in birds the link which united his special
talents to the decorative. No one before or since his time has touched
with an exactly right amount of emphasis on the human qualities
which his observation saw in birds. He pointed out similitudes which
one feels should, to the meanest intelligence, have been obvious.’ This
carefully observed work was painted in 1889. Between May 1889 and
October 1889, the artist spent much of his time studying birds at the
zoo. His time spent sketching in the parrot house resulted in this work
which was first exhibited in the Fine Art Society from October 21 st to
2nd December 1889.
BORGM 01477

